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PICTISH

STONES

a

“Shared

Space”
for

different 

beliefs?

Over the early medieval period Pictish 

Stones variously accommodated Celtic, 

Mithraic and Christian carvings sometimes 

with Ogham texts, hunting or battle scenes.

This pamphlet investigates whether their

surfaces acted as a Shared Space for

different beliefs – enabling co-existence.

At www.picitshsymbolstones.com the topic 

is explored  with detailed analysis, 

evaluations, observations and conclusions.
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The percentages of combinations for the 86 

Stones with Complementary and Implied 

Acceptance of beliefs were:-

3rd to 7th century – Mithraic & Celtic 25.5%

6th to 7th century – Mithraic, Celtic & Christian 

11.6%; Celtic & Christian 3%

6th to 8th century – Mithraic & Christian 59.3%

Dyce 2 Symbol Stone

Meigle 1 Symbol Stone has, on the side 

above, a salmon, horse’s head, Pictish 

Beast, Z-Rod & Serpent, Mirror, Comb, 

angel, people on horseback, horse lying 

down, triquetra, fantastic beasts; a Cross 

and more beasts are on the other side. 

Different beliefs; a “Shared Space”? Norman J Penny

Dyce 2 Stone – on the front page – has a 

Latin floriated Christian Cross and P- M 

symbols (V-Rod & Crescent, Triple Disc, 

Mirror Case and Z-Rod & Double Disc). 

With the beliefs of the P-M Symbols (soul 

travel, universe, heaven beyond etc.) it 

looks like these particular Symbols were 

chosen to complement Christian beliefs. All 

the carvings, in a consistent decorative 

style, are on one side of the Stone – a very 

clear example of a “Shared Space”.

With carvings surviving undamaged for 

well over a thousand years, Pictish Stones 

seem to have successfully enabled a 

Shared Space for different beliefs.

These are the timeframes for the carvings:-
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2 3 4

Featuring surfaces without boundaries, not

segregated, no demarcation - enabling 

co-existence. “Shared Space” usually refers 

to mixed pedestrian and vehicle surfaces in 

urban areas.

Surfaces of the Pictish Stones have symbols 

from Celtic, Pictish-Mithraic and Christian 

beliefs, as well as non-religious objects. My 

website at www.pictishsymbolstones.com

records and analyses carvings evaluating 

whether they were stand-alone, had 

complementary meanings or if there might be 

implied acceptance of beliefs. The aim was 

to see whether a Shared Space was 

successfully enabled.

A key decision in analysing the carvings was 

to understand in what situations do animals, 

birds and fish have a Celtic or Roman 

meaning, neither or both? Specifically Celtic 

“attributes” have been considered – there is 

no evidence of Celtic deities being 

represented. For example, the boar, bull, 

eagle, salmon and wolf all have attributes 

that relate to personal physical or “softer 

skills” including bravery, strength, wisdom 

and cunning with the serpent having a 

spiritual connection and the eagle having 

both Celtic and Roman context (it was on the 

Roman Army Standard). Some animals (such 

as the horse) appear in battle scenes so 

appear not to represent a Celtic belief and 

the serpent in some instances has a Pictish-

Mithraic belief when associated with a Z-Rod.

The non-geometric, basically zoomorphic, 

Pictish Beast has been the most difficult to 

decode. It looks like the sea goat which is 

the sign of Capricorn making the linkage 

between the V-Rod & Crescent and Mirror.

This is the point in the 

zodiac where the soul 

travels on death equating 

with the upward arrow of 

the V-Rod.
representing the travel of the 

soul to and from heaven.

The Z-Rod & Double Disc incorporate the

structure of the universe with heaven lying

beyond. Directional arrows relate to the start

and end of the day and the equinoxes (Cautes

& Cautopates); Mithras is rotating the universe.

Pictish Symbols have been decoded in 

the author’s book “Pictish Mithraism – the 

Religious Purpose of the Pictish Symbol 

Stones” published by Austin Macauley 

and available on Amazon. More detail is 

also at www.pictish-mithraism.com

Pictish-Mithraic geometric designs 

include the V-Rod & Crescent

Cautopates

Cautes

Earth

Celestial Sphere

On Stones the Comb alludes to 

the Mithraic belief that the soul

takes 7 steps via the planets

between heaven and earth into mortality on

birth then back on death into immortality.

Depicting the relationship between

the Zodiac (large ring or circle), 

Planets and Earth, the Mirror is the

second most numerous symbol

after the V-Rod & Crescent which

it complements.

Considering both sides, 

Kirriemuir 1 has more 

Christian iconography 

than on most so-called 

Class 2 Stones – the 

familiar Cross, saints, 

and religious figures. 

The Latin Cross 

predominates with 59

examples and mainly with interlace patterns.

Of the 86 Stones with carvings from one or 

more beliefs, 45 can be regarded as 

accommodating Complementary Beliefs i.e. 

with similar or Identical meanings. Additionally, 

41 demonstrate Implied Acceptance of Beliefs 

by enabling different, maybe sometimes vying, 

beliefs to be on the same Stone. Overall this 

tends to suggest tolerance of beliefs.

Collectively they would have enabled explaining 

Pictish-Mithraic religious beliefs, demonstrating 

acceptance of Celtic attributes, explaining 

Christianity, the transition from Mithraic to 

Christian beliefs plus commemorating events 

such as hunts, battle victories etc. and 

broadcasting information in Ogham.

Planets
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